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FEDERALISM

WHAT IS LAWASIA

“The Law Association for Asia and Western Pacific was established in
Canberra, Australia in August 1966 as a regional association covering the
ECAFE Region (Economic Commission of Asia and the Far East), It was
originally composed of 17 Members including Australia, China, India,
most of the Southeast Asian Countries including the Philippines.
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HISTORY OF LAWASIA:

Among the 17 original founding member countries which meet in

Australia. Mr. Justice John KERR of Australia headed the list. The

Philippines was represented by Dr. Arturo Alafriz, then Solicitor – General

and Mr. Eliseo Tenza. During its formative years, Filipino legal stalwarts

like the late Justice JBL Reyes, Senator Jose W. Diokno helped in

shaping up the mission statement of Lawasia and their views & opinions

helped shaped the policies of Lawasia as a regional body. It has

increased its membership to 23 countries around the Asia Pacific Region

notably Australia, China, India, all of the Asian Countries, and its

membership further increased to more than 40 with the acceptance of

other countries outside the Asia Pacific Region on a selective basis like

Germany, England, France & others.
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MISSION STATEMENT:

• Encourage and facilitate regional interaction at all levels amongst law

associations, judges, lawyers and others involved in the legal

community.

• Provide and established voice for the interest of the legal community

in Asia and the Pacific.

• Promote the rule of law, respect for human rights, and high standards

of legal practice.

• Facilitate quality cross-border legal education that is available and

relevant to all jurisdictions, regardless of resources or level of

development, for the purpose of enhancing the caliber of legal practice

throughout the region, and

• Promote business law initiatives which strengthen relationships.
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LAWASIA CONFERENCES:

LAWASIA  regularly holds an annual  conference which rotates among 

members plus  seminars and meetings throughout the year as a means 

of supporting professional development, regional networking and the 

exchange of legal knowledge and insight.  Areas of law such as  

business law, family law, children’s rights, employment law, intellectual 

property and human rights.  Last year the conference was held in Tokyo 

and this year in Siem Reap Cambodia.  The Philippine will submit its bid 

to host the annual conference in 2020.  In the meantime on March 2019 

the Philippine will host a business law seminar.
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The Lawasia Conference in Manila 1997

A big national event for lawyers attended by then President FVR and
the Supreme Court , Chief Justice Narvasa, other legal luminaries and
foreign guests.
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ADOPTION OF FEDERALISM BY SOME LAWASIA MEMBERS

For our discussion, I choose three Lawasia Member Countries which have
adopted federalism as a form of gov’t, namely: India, Australia and
Malaysia. I will discuss briefly the history of each and its respective
background, responsible for choosing federalsism, the structure and
operations distribution & allocation of power between the Central Gov’t.
(Centre) and the states that compose it. and challenges, and modes of
reconciliation including the use of its primary law, the Constitution to
control the system, and finally the opportunities and risks of adopting
federalism.
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FEDERALISM IN INDIA, BRIEF HISTORY

India is a land of continental proportions and immense diversities. There

are more than 20 major languages and several hundred minor ones. It is

the home of several major religions. There are several million

indigenous peoples living in different parts of the country. In spite of all

these diversities it shares a common land mass. It has also participated

in a common history, especially, when it fought for independence,

sharing many other important features. India is a country where there

is unity in diversity.

The Indian political system originated as an administrative devise rather

than a contractual federation passed various phases of development .

The Indian Constitution vested formidable powers to the central gov’t.

not only in times of war or national emergency but also in time of peace

to supervise & direct control.
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India has 29 states & Capital and
Seven Territories & Capital
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Division of Powers:

There are two sets of government created by the Indian

Constitution: one for the entire nation called the union government

(central government) and one for each unit or State called the State

government. Both of these have a constitutional status and clearly

identified area of activity. If there is any dispute about which powers

come under the control of the union and which under the States,

this can be resolved by the Judiciary on the basis of the

constitutional provisions. The Constitution clearly demarcates

subjects, which are under the exclusive domain of the Union and

those under the States.
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Division of Powers

The general principle underlying the division of powers is that all
matters of national importance, e.g. defence, foreign affairs, railways,
currency are allotted to the Central government while matters that are
primarily of local or regional importance e.g., education, public health,
police, local administration are assigned to regional governments.
Some matters which require the involvement of both the centre and
states like criminal law, forest, economic and social planning are
assigned in the Concurrent List. However, in the case of conflict over
the legislation on any of the subjects mentioned in the Concurrent List,
the Centre supersedes the States.
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Certain Challenges  faced by Indian Federalism

•  Regionalism is  considered  the biggest challenge  to 
federalism in India.

•  Federalism best thrives as a democratic system when it 
mitigates the centralization of power sharing between the 
centre and the states.

•  The pluralist character of India gives rise to many conflicts.  
People from far northeast sometimes feel themselves at a 
formidable distance from New Delhi and people in southern 
part of the country with bigger states feel neglected.
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FEDERALISM  IN  AUSTRALIA

History of Australian Federalism

Like India, Australia is a Commonwealth Country where the Queen of England
exercises its sovereign authority. But unlike India it was originally populated with
English subjects, a significant number convicted with felonies serving their prison
sentences but were more culturally homogenous as English settlers. The migrants
settled in colonies and thrived.

In the mid-19th century, a desire to facilitate co-operation on matters of mutual
interest, especially intercolonial tariffs, led to proposals to unite the separate British
colonies in Australia under a single federation. By the 1880s, fear of the growing
presence of the Germans and the French in the Pacific, coupled with a growing
Australian identity, created the opportunity for establishing the first inter-colonial
body, the Federal Council of Australasia, established in 1889. The Federal Council
could legislate on certain subjects, but did not have a permanent secretariat, an
executive, or independent source of revenue. The absence of New South Wales, the
largest colony, also diminished its representative value.
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The Statute of Westminster and the Australia Acts

The Statute of Westminster freed the Dominions, including the
Commonwealth, from Imperial restrictions. Legally, this is often
regarded as the moment of Australia's national independence
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The Parliament

The Parliament of Australia, consists of three constituent parts: The
Sovereign (King or Queen), who is represented by the Governor-General of
Australia; the Senate; and the House of Representatives. Section 1 provides
that legislative power is vested in this Parliament, which has paramount
power of governance.

The Senate. Senators are to be "directly chosen by the people of the State",
voting as a single electorate. Each Original State is to have the same number
of senators. Currently, there are 12 senators for each State, and 2 each for
the mainland territories, the Northern Territory and the Australian Capital
Territory.

The House of Representatives. As nearly as practicable, Section 24 requires
the House to be composed of twice as many members as the Senate, each
elected by a single electorate.
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The Judicature

Sets up the judicial branch of government; its provisions create
the federal judicature and define the way it operates. Section
71 vests judicial power in a "Federal Supreme Court" to be
called the High Court of Australia, and such other federal
courts as Parliament creates, and in such other courts as
Parliament invests with federal jurisdiction.
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The Executive Government

Sets up the executive branch of government. Executive powers are
exercised by the Governor-General, advised by the Federal Executive
Council. Under this Chapter, the Governor-General is the commander in
chief, and may appoint and dismiss the members of the Executive
Council, ministers of state, and all officers of the executive government.

The command of Australia's naval and military forces is vested in the
Governor-General as the Queen's representative. This role, however, is
only formal (such as the commissioning of officers) and ceremonial;
actual control of the armed forces rests with the government.
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State Government

There are six states in Australia: New South Wales, Queensland, South
Australia, Tasmania, Victoria and Western Australia. Each state has its
own state constitution, which divides the state's government into the
same divisions of legislature, executive, and judiciary as the federal
government.
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Australia has six states
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FEDERALISM  IN  MALAYSIA

History of Malaysian Federalism

The earliest form of federalism in Malaysia was Negiri Simbilan a loose
arrangement of nine different localities under the office of leader (Yamtuan
Besar), was seen to be a unifying symbol which later influenced the formation
of a federation.

The system was formally introduced by British in 1895 under the Federated
Malay States (FMS) which unite four states, Perak, Selangor, Negeri Sembilan
and Pahang to replace the resident system. It was also not a federation in true
sense, but it just a mechanism used by British for the implementation of their
policy in the states through the state councils chaired by the respective sultans.
The model of the federal system at that time was focusing on a strong central
government that had sovereign power over its surrounding units.
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The Federation of Malaya:

The unsuccessful Malayan Union proposal led the British to introduce the
new political unification named the Federation of Malaya in 1948 under the
Federation of Malaya Agreement. It was a federation to prepare for the self
– rule before the independence of Malaya by aiming at the creation of a
strong central government and to accommodate the states particularly the
sovereignty of the Malay rulers. The federation may be considered a major
achievement in state building in the third world which led to the British
decolonization in 1957.
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The Reid Commission

The Reid Commission was set up to make recommendations for the
establishment of a strong central government with the states and settlements
enjoying a measure of autonomy and with the consultation machinery
between the two levels of government. The commission was concerned more
with how to resolve the conflict that may arise under the federal arrangement
and they recommended for the establishment of the consultative machinery
such as the National Finance Council.

These events led to the established of the Parliament as the Central legislative
body and the recognition of the state government now constituting the
Federation of the legislative agencies of each state. Composed of thirteen
states with its own government agencies.
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Malaysia  has thirteen states
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Looking to the history of the federalism in Malaysia, its federal system was
centrally based system. The power of the federal government under the
federal Constitution was really wide as compared to the states. Most of
the important jurisdictions were given to the central. However the right of
the states was also preserved under the said constitution following the
recommendation under the Reid Commission Report 1957.
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SUMMARY: 

Based on the three Lawasia countries presented, it would appear that India
and Malaysia after adopting federalism is opting to the give the central gov’t
broader power over the states.

On the other hand, Australia governance over the states have remained
resilient and less centralised partly due to the cultural homogeneity of its
people. Moreover, it has gained enough political & economic maturity.

Observations: In Malaysia there are thirteen states, India has 29 while
Australia has only thirteen. Australia has less diverse cultures compared to
India and Malaysia
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FEDERALISM: OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS

• Federalism as “engine of prosperity” Does Federalism make
government more efficient, responsive, and democratic? There
are pros and cons: such as:

• For Federalism: It would lead into more grant of autonomy to
local governments in allowing the local leaders to be more self
reliant and independent, develop initiative and apply solutions
suitable to local conditions.

•Against Federalism: It may worsen regional and local economic
disparities with different economic resource endowments and
would rely on the national government for support & assistance.
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CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS:

To begin with, the move to change our system from Unitary to Federal is novel
and unprecedented, thus must be studied carefully. This is not to say that we
should not try to experiment a new system. We should continue to learn and
study a new system and consider its advantages and avoid its pitfalls. In fact,
we already have been practicing devolution under the local autonomy act
enjoyed by our local gov’t. In addition, we are about to see the passage of the
BBL act. This act would grant broad powers to predominantly moslem inhabited
areas.

It is also suggested that the government should consider the granting of
autonomy on a gradual basis, to certain regions capable of running their own
government. Certain conditions have to be met and satisfied before a full switch
to federalism is done to test its maturity.
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THANK YOU !!!!

MABUHAY


